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PREMIERE IN MAY
FLATS
Premiere on 5 May at 9:50pm EST

In 2015, Nigel Petrie embarked on a journey
with a group of friends (and his incredibly
supportive wife) to realize a dream of laying
down a record at the DLRA salt flat speed trials
on Lake Gairdner, South Australia. A desire to
build his own machines and the pursuit of speed
lead Nigel to create a Salt Flat Racer from a
350cc KTM. The childhood dream of setting a
land-speed record fuels his journey to the DLRA
25th Annual Speed Week. The journey takes
Nigel and his team from Geelong, Victoria along
the famed Great Ocean Road and across to the
Salt Flats in South Australia, on a spirited
adventure filled with obstacles, challenges and
friendship.

PREMIERE IN MAY
BEYOND THE BOUNDARY
Thursdays from 10 May at 9pm EST

With over 2.5 billion dedicated fans, cricket is
the world’s most popular sport after soccer.
Often assumed to be played by just a handful of
nations, the reality is that one of the world’s
oldest team sports is played all over the globe,
and in some unexpected places. In this new
observational documentary series Somerset,
England county cricketer Pete Trego will be
travelling around the world to meet passionate
players and supporters of the game. On the
way, he will uncover fascinating and
inspirational stories, and will reveal how and
why locals have taken up the sport, totally
changing their lives. We’ll be filming with Pete
wherever cricket is played, from beaches to
back streets, from townships to international
cricket stadiums. In series one Pete journeys to
three continents, bringing to life cricket stories
across Sri Lanka, Kenya, South Africa, Rwanda,
the UAE and Singapore.
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CONTINUING SERIES
THRU
Sundays at 9pm EST

THRU is a new reality knock-out game set in
Greece. Two teams of nine people compete,
bringing courage, stamina and team spirit to the
game grounds. Host Brendan Moar brings
fantastic locations, a bucket of money and a
handful of surprises. In each episode the teams
must follow a precise straight line from point A
to point B, with each team starting at opposite
ends of the grounds. On the track they’ll find all
kinds of obstacles, including buildings, natural
drop-offs, swamps, fences, pools and closed
gates, but they must strictly follow the path or
they will be penalized for going off-track. Which
team will make the fewest mistakes? Halfway
along the path Brendan will appear with a
special message: the teams are too big to
continue, and must decide who is least valuable
to the group. Emotions run high as the teams
conquer the beautiful - and sometimes less than
beautiful - Greek landscape.
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